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Abstract

Macroeconomic forecasts are used extensively in industry and government. The historical

accuracy of US and UK forecasts are examined in the light of different approaches to evalu-

ating macroforecasts. Issues discussed include the comparative accuracy of macroeconometric

models compared to their time series alternatives, whether the forecasting record has improved

over time, the rationality of macroeconomic forecasts and how a forecasting service should be

chosen. The role of judgement in producing the forecasts is also considered where the evidence

unequivocally favors such interventions. Finally the use of macroeconomic forecasts and their

effectiveness is discussed. The conclusion drawn is that researchers have paid too little atten-

tion to the issue of improving the forecasting accuracy record. Finally, areas where improve-

ments are most likely to be found are discussed.
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Considerable intellectual activity is devoted to forecasting major economic vari-

ables. It is therefore important to determine how well we have performed this activity

and what lessons may lead to improvements. Given the nature of the macroeconomic

forecasting industry (as surveyed by Fildes, 1995), it is impossible to review all as-

pects of the field. We will, therefore, only examine the predictions of short-run real

GDP and inflation forecasts for the US and the UK, citing other countries� data only
to confirm (or contradict) our findings. We focus on these variables because they are
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of interest to the entire profession. Unfortunately, this leaves many questions unan-

swered, e.g. which GDP components were the hardest to predict and which contrib-

uted most to the inaccuracy of the aggregate forecasts?

We survey the forecasts generated by a variety of techniques and the contribution

that expert judgment has made to the modeling process. Since others have compared
the structure of models used in macroeconomic forecasting (see for example, Klein,

1991; Wallis, 1993) and dealt with the history and structure of the industry (Bodkin

et al., 1991; Daub, 1987; Smith, 1994; Den Butter and Morgan, 1998), we only deal

with the forecasting record of these models.

An economic forecast should provide information about (1) the economy�s direc-
tion of movement, (2) the timing of any turning point, (3) the magnitude of the

change and (4) the length of time over which a movement is expected to persist.

Forecast evaluations based on these dimensions have asked a number of questions.
What is the magnitude of the average forecast error (relative to the outcome)? Were

the dates of the recessions predicted accurately? Were the major inflationary cycles

forecast? Was there a bias in the predicted direction of change? Why did the errors

occur? Answers to these questions provide the users of forecasts with an understand-

ing of the strengths and limitations of the predictions. The forecasters require these

answers in order to improve the quality of their output.

In addition, we address other topics: (1) Do judgmental adjustments improve the

accuracy of the econometric and time series predictions? (2) Is one method or fore-
caster consistently superior to another? (3) Are the forecasts superior to readily avail-

able and simpler benchmarks? (4) Is it desirable to combine forecasts from different

sources?

This survey will report on the findings of previous evaluations of macroeconomic

forecasts and the factors that have affected accuracy. A secondary aim is to develop

an agenda for improving macroeconomic forecasting. The first section of the paper

deals with problems associated with measuring accuracy––the data, descriptive

statistics, standards of comparison and rationality tests. Section 2 examines the fore-
casting record, while the next section judges the forecasts. We then question whether

the forecasts were optimal and examine two techniques for improving forecast accu-

racy: combining predictions and making judgmental adjustments. The final section

analyzes new methodologies for improving predictive accuracy and presents sugges-

tions for further research.

1. Measuring accuracy

1.1. The base line data

Because GDP data are revised periodically, it matters which vintage of the out-

come data is used in any forecast evaluation. Using McNees� data (1976a, 1979,

1985) we can show how different data �vintages� affect the size of forecast errors.

For example, in 1971.2–1976.4, the mean absolute error (MAE) of the real GNP pre-

dictions varies between 1.55% and 1.86%, depending on which data are used. For the
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GNP deflator, the similar range is 1.70–2.02%. 1 The differences occur because

McNees uses the data that are available at the time that the evaluation is undertaken

as his measure of the outcomes. If the revised data show that GNP grew at x% rather

than the preliminary published estimate of y%, the forecast error would be changed

by the difference x� y.
One can argue that the results of forecast evaluations should not change with each

revision of the National Income Accounts. Zarnowitz, therefore, always uses one

vintage of actual data with which the forecasts are compared. These are the first re-

vised figures, published 45 days after the end of the quarter to which they refer. Zar-

nowitz argues that individuals should not be judged on their ability to predict how

the statistical agencies will revise the data in the future. In contrast to the US studies,

most authors who evaluated the forecasts of other countries generally did not indi-

cate which vintage of data sets were used in their analyses. Melliss� (1997) and Cho�s
(2002) reviews of the UK and US forecasts respectively found no consistent effect

from the vintage of the data.

The purpose of the forecast should determine how it should be judged and thus which

set of actuals should be used. Analysts concerned with financial markets would like

the forecasts to accurately predict the preliminary figures because the publication

of these numbers might affect the financial markets. On the other hand, decision

makers would like to know what ‘‘actually’’ will happen (as measured by the accu-

racy of the final numbers).

1.2. Qualitative measures

The choice of measures for evaluating macroeconomic forecasts depends upon the

questions that are under investigation. The qualitative failures of forecasts include

turning point and systematic errors. Evaluations would determine the number of

cyclical turns that were predicted, the number that were not forecast, and the num-

ber of false turns that were predicted. The search for systematic errors would con-
sider both the number and magnitude of over and underestimates of the variable

and determine whether the errors are associated with particular phases of the busi-

ness cycle.

1.3. Descriptive statistics

To evaluate quantitative forecasts, quantitative measures that summarize the raw

errors must be used. Let bYYtðkÞ represent the k period ahead forecast of the variable of
interest, Ytþk, made at time t for period t þ k, and eY ðt; kÞ is the corresponding k pe-

riod ahead forecast error. It will then be possible to compare different methods and

forecasters and to determine whether there are any statistically significant differences

among them. Among the most frequently used error measures are: (1) the mean

1 These date are available from the authors.
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error, ME, that measures bias. For lead time k based on time origins T0 þ 1; . . . ;
T0 þ n it is defined as

ME :¼ 1

n

Xn

1

eY ðT0 þ j; kÞ;

(2) the root mean square error (RMSE),

RMSE :¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n

Xn

j¼1

e2Y ðT0 þ j; kÞ

vuut ;

and (3) MAE,

MAE :¼ 1

n

Xn

j¼1

jeY ðT0 þ j; kÞj:

All these measures have a number of limitations.

First, by themselves, they do not provide meaningful information and, moreover,

they have been subject to intense criticisms. The RMSE is particularly affected by

outliers that are common in economic data. Neither of the measures is naturally

scale independent except when applied to percentage changes (Armstrong and Col-

lopy, 1992; Fildes, 1992) and they involve averaging errors over observations that

have different degrees of variability (Fair, 1980; Jenkins, 1982; Diebold, in Baillie

et al., 1993). The issue of scaling is also critical when a number of data series are be-
ing analyzed. 2 The aim in adopting particular error measures is to provide a simple

and fair characterization of the distribution of the errors.

Despite such criticisms, the RMSE and MAE have invariably been used as standards

for judging the quality of predictions. For example, the RMSE is compared with the

standard deviation of the series being forecast and the MAE is compared with the

mean absolute change of the predicted variable. These measures show how the errors

are related to the variability of the series that is being forecast.

Typically, these error measures have focussed on the point forecast alone. Re-
cently, attention has also been given to the uncertainty around the published fore-

casts. The question of whether estimates of the uncertainty in a point forecast are

well calibrated or, more generally, the estimated probability distribution matches

the realized distribution (Tay and Wallis, 2000) has received relatively little attention

as there are little data available but see for example, Diebold et al. (1999). 3

2 Clements and Hendry (1993) have proposed a generalization of the RMSE that takes into account the

intercorrelations between errors when more than one macroeconomic series is being analyzed and to

ensure invariance to linear transformation. The practicality of their measure has been questioned because

typical macroeconomic forecast evaluations are based on small sample of non-normal data (Armstrong

and Fildes, 1995). There has been some discussion whether invariance is necessarily a desirable measure

(Baillie et al., 1993). Although there are several articles that deal with the distribution of errors (e.g.

Diebold et al., 1998), this issue has been disregarded in most forecast evaluations.
3 For many users an accurate measure of future uncertainty may be as valuable as the point forecast

itself and this poses a second order forecasting problem (Tay and Wallis, 2000). In general, Chatfield

(1993) has argued, both model based and judgmental estimates tend to underestimate the uncertainty in

forecasts.
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1.4. Na€ııve and time series benchmarks

A better approach for evaluating performance is to compare these descriptive

statistics with similar statistics obtained from a na€ııve standard or simple time se-

ries model. Using a standard permits one to test whether a forecaster�s errors are
significantly smaller than those of the benchmark. A frequently used na€ııve stan-

dard compares a forecaster�s errors with those obtained from a no-change

(random walk) na€ııve model. Theil�s (1966) U coefficient formalizes this compari-

son.

U ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðYtþk � bYYtðkÞÞ2P

Y 2
tþk

s
:

If U is less than 1, the forecasts which are being evaluated have smaller errors than

those of the na€ııve model, but this result does not guarantee that the former are sig-

nificantly better than the latter. This na€ııve model (N1) serves as an appropriate

minimum standard of comparison for variables that experience both positive and

negative changes. However, a different standard is required for variables such as the

price level, which almost always show positive rates of growth. In this case, the na€ııve
model (N2) extrapolates the same change as was observed in the last period, and the

errors of N2 are used in the denominator of U.

The na€ııve models establish the minimum level of accuracy that a set of forecasts

should have. Moore (1969) suggested that the accuracy of forecasts should be com-

pared with the predictions obtained from time series extrapolations. From the

1970s on evaluations have adopted even more demanding benchmarks by using

ARIMA or VAR time series models as appropriate standards (Holden, 1995).

The rationale is that forecasters should perform at least as well as the simplest time
series models from which predictions could have been derived (Nelson, 1972,

1984). There is, however, a problem with using these benchmarks. They are usually

estimated with the latest available data, and not the numbers that existed when the

forecasts were made.

Whatever benchmark is used in the evaluation of forecasts, the difference between

the two sets of errors should be tested for statistical significance. Granger and New-

bold (1977) had proposed a useful statistic for making MSE comparisons. A new sta-

tistic developed by Diebold and Mariano (1995) permits a statistical comparison
when other quantitative error measures are reported. This test was further extended

by Harvey et al. (1997) and Ashley (1998) has developed a new measure, based on

bootstrap inference, that does not require large samples.

1.5. Rationality tests

A comparison of forecasts with benchmark standards determines which one has

smaller errors. It does not indicate how to improve upon the observed record. Ra-
tionality tests determine whether or not the predictions are optimal with regard to

a particular information set (Wallis, 1989). A variety of rationality tests have been
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proposed. The simplest tests for bias and weak form informational efficiency and is

based on the regression

Ytþk ¼ a þ bbYYtðkÞ þ etþk

where Yt and bYYtðkÞ are the actual and k period ahead predicted values at time t re-

spectively. The joint hypothesis is that the coefficients a and b do not differ signifi-

cantly from 0 and 1, respectively. A second test is that the errors are MA ðk � 1Þ. For
k ¼ 1, the errors must not be serially correlated. A rejection of these hypotheses

would indicate that the forecasts are biased or have not incorporated the information

contained in past errors. 4 Since the joint hypothesis (of a ¼ 0, b ¼ 1) is sufficient for
unbiasedness but not a necessary condition (Holden and Peel, 1990), a more re-

strictive condition is to test

Ytþk � bYYtðkÞ ¼ a þ etþk

with null hypothesis: a ¼ 0.

An improvement in accuracy is also possible if the forecast error is correlated with

any information that was known at the time that the forecast was prepared. A cor-

relation indicates that past information has not been used efficiently. This test is

based on the regression

eY ðt � k; kÞ ¼ c þ
X
i

X
j>k

di;jXiðt � jÞ þ et

where the Xs are variables, which might have affected the forecast. The joint hy-

pothesis is that c and all the di;j are not significantly different from zero. A rejection

of this hypothesis indicates the possibility of improving forecast accuracy by using

the information contained in those variables, which had non-zero coefficients. While

the rejection of these rationality tests suggests that forecasts might have been

improved, a caveat should be noted. Jeong and Maddala (1991) show that tests of
rationality depend upon the statistical assumptions and procedures that are used.

For example, the regression tests are not valid in the presence of unit roots, and co-

integration tests should be used (Pain, 1994). In addition, it is also possible that the

forecaster�s loss function is asymmetric and the predictions would still be rational

even if the ME is non-zero.

2. The record

In this section we summarize the results of the many studies that have evaluated

the accuracy of macroeconomic forecasts. We examine both the turning point errors

and various quantitative measures of forecast accuracy.

4 For fixed outcomes the test for weak form efficiency is that forecast revisions are independent of past

available information (Nordhaus, 1987; Clements, 1997).
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2.1. Turning point forecasts; systematic errors

2.1.1. The US forecasts

Zarnowitz (1967, 1979, 1984, 1992), Zarnowitz and Braun (1992), McNees

(1976b, 1986, 1988, 1992a) and McNees and Ries (1983) have provided the most
complete analyses of US macroeconomic forecasts. Zarnowitz analyzes the record

of professional macroeconomic forecasters responding in the ASA/NBER surveys,

latterly called the Survey of Professional Forecasters. McNees examines the predic-

tions of various econometric models, but his analyses also include the median ASA/

NBER predictions. The results are robust with respect to both the covered time pe-

riods and the predictive methods.

A disturbing finding is that recessions were generally not forecast in advance. This

is true for both annual and quarterly predictions (McNees, 1976b, 1988, 1992a;
McNees and Ries, 1983; Zarnowitz, 1992). For example, both the 1974 and 1981

peaks were not recognized even as they occurred. While missing those points, the

forecasts did predict slowdowns in the economy. The forecasters were thus successful

in distinguishing between periods of rapid growth on one hand and slow and nega-

tive growth on the other hand. Forecasters only recognized that the �slowdowns� had
turned into recessions after the quarter in which the economy had its peak (Schnader

and Stekler, 1990; McNees, 1992b; Stekler, 1994).

Economists made few predictions of peaks that did not occur, with the false turns
of 1978–79 an exception. 5 On the other hand, they were willing to forecast the end

of recessions (Zarnowitz, 1992), even to the extent of predicting such turns too

quickly (McNees, 1976b, 1987). The factors that produce such asymmetries have

not been adequately explored. 6

Forecasters have also made systematic errors. They overestimated the rate of

growth during slowdowns and recessions and underestimated it during recoveries

and booms (Zarnowitz and Braun, 1992). It had been argued that the underestimates

of growth resulted from optimal forecasts (Mincer and Zarnowitz, 1969; Hatanaka,
1975; Samuelson, 1976) because the variance of the predictions should be less than

that of the outcomes. However, the empirical evidence has not been consistent with

this assumption (Stekler, 1975; Smyth and Ash, 1981). One explanation for these un-

derestimates is that forecasters failed to recognize the strength of booms because

they used a �regression towards the mean� heuristic (Zarnowitz, 1979).

5 While there was no recession in 1978–79, real GNP declined for two quarters during this period. Thus,

the economists foresaw economic weaknesses but recessions did not develop. The question that may be

asked is why forecasters were so willing to predict a recession in this period. Economists had badly missed

the date of the previous (1973–75) recession that was associated with an oil shock and did not wish to

make a similar error when the second oil shock occurred. The forecasters over-compensated for this last

observed error, an example of the so-called �anchoring heuristic� often observed when human judgment is

used to supplement model-based forecasts (Bolger and Harvey, 1998).
6 Stekler (1972) suggested that forecasters had zero priors that a recession would occur. Differential

costs may also have been assigned to the two types of turning point errors: predicting a recession that did

not occur and failing to predict one (Schnader and Stekler, 1998).
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The forecasts of the US inflation rate also had systematic errors. Inflation was

generally underpredicted when it was rising and overpredicted when it was declining

(Zarnowitz and Braun, 1992; McNees and Ries, 1983). Particularly large errors oc-

curred during the periods when prices were rising rapidly during the 1970s and early

1980s. Diebold et al. (1998) provided additional evidence about the systematic errors
in the predictions in the Survey of Professional Forecasters. These forecasters pro-

vide a probability density function along with point forecasts of inflation and their

average estimates were not well calibrated.

These qualitative results indicate that forecasters made systematic errors in predicting

both the rate of growth and the inflation rate of the US economy. These errors occurred

when the economy was subject to major perturbations, just the times when accurate fore-

casts were most needed.We feel there are few excuses to be made for the persistent, sys-

tematic errors we observe. Forecasters should be expected to forecast recessions (but
see Kenneth West�s commentary). Leading indicators, while predicting too many

downturns, generally anticipate these recessions. This information is available to the

forecasters. On the other hand, the economists cannot be expected to forecast OPEC

oil shocks, although predicting the effects of such shocks are their responsibility.

2.1.2. UK forecasts and other evidence

There have been fewer evaluations of UK forecasts. Forecasts are issued by the

government, by a number of research organizations, and by a substantial number
of commercial forecasting organizations. The UK studies did not specifically deter-

mine whether the forecasters had predicted cyclical turning points in advance; rather

the analyses have focussed on the magnitude of the forecast errors. The limited

evidence suggests that forecasters were not able to forecast turns (Barker, 1985; Wallis,

1989; Britton and Pain, 1992). Mills and Pepper (1999) confirm this result and find

that the UK forecasters not only failed to predict the cyclical turns of the 1979–82

and 1989–92 recessions in advance, but, in addition, were only partially successful

in identifying a turn when it occurred.
The inflation surges of 1979–80 and 1989–90 were not predicted until prices had

been rising rapidly for a number of months; a similar result was observed when in-

flation tapered off (Mills and Pepper, 1999). As in the US there is a general tendency

to overpredict inflation when it is falling and to underpredict it when it is rising (Wal-

lis, 1989; Melliss, 1997).

As for other countries, Ash et al. (1998) analyzed whether the OECD forecasts,

made with horizons of 6, 12, and 18 months, correctly predicted the direction of

change of GNP (see also Pons, 2000). They showed that few of the 12–18 month
ahead forecasts were significantly better, in terms of predicting the direction of

change, than the na€ııve no change model. This conclusion was confirmed by €OOller

and Barot (2000). Further detailed evidence is provided by Blix et al. (2001). In ad-

dition Anderson (1997) indicated that the OECD predictions tended to underesti-

mate changes in the trends of both real output growth and inflation. However, in

periods when inflation was decelerating, the rate of inflation was overpredicted.

We can thus conclude that the UK and OECD evidence are in accord with the find-

ings that were obtained from the evaluations of the US forecasts.
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2.2. Quantitative results

Although the qualitative findings about turning points and systematic errors are

crucial to understanding the forecasting record over cyclical periods, most evalua-

tions have provided quantitative measures.

2.2.1. US forecasts

The US forecasts not only cover different time periods, but also involve estimates

over different horizons, i.e. annual and quarterly spans from 0 to n periods (e.g. the

growth over the next 4 quarters). In the latter category, both the forecasts made over

a span of 0–n quarters and the predictions made for a particular quarter k periods in

advance have been examined (e.g. the growth in quarter 4). 7

2.2.1.1. One-year forecasts. Annual forecasts of real GNP growth, made for various

sub-periods of 1962–89, had MAEs slightly in excess of 1% of GNP. These errors

were at least 25% of the mean absolute change in GNP (Zarnowitz, 1992). The

Michigan model�s forecasts had similar errors (McNees, 1988). Similarly, Zarnowitz

showed that the inflation predictions had MAEs of 1.0–1.4%, which, depending on

the time period, should be compared with mean absolute changes of 4.2–5.9%.

2.2.1.2. Quarterly estimates and forecasts. There are several questions involving the
quality of multi-period quarterly forecasts: What is the magnitude of the errors?

What is the relationship between the length of the forecasting lead and the size of the

errors? The results show that the accuracy of the predictions of GNP growth im-

prove as the length of the prediction horizon decreases. A substantial improvement

occurs when the task of forecasting switches from predicting what will happen in the

next quarter to estimating the level of activity of the current period. Table 1 shows that

the MAE of the median ASA/NBER forecast of the change in real GNP for the

current quarter was 2.36% (annual rate calculated according to Footnote 7) rising to
3.04% (intra-quarter change 1–2) for the subsequent period and 3.68% for the change

expected three-quarters in advance. Similar results hold for the inflation predictions.

When predictions are made every month, accuracy improves substantially as the

actual data for the first month of the current quarter becomes available (McNees,

1988; Kolb and Stekler, 1990).

These results are not surprising. The accuracy of forecasts made three quarters

ahead is not likely to be significantly better than the prediction made a year in ad-

vance unless there is substantial new information. That is unlikely. The availability
of actual data for the current period provides a significant improvement in accuracy,

but these projections are not pure forecasts. Rather they are a combination of

7 A difficulty arises in interpreting the results of the major published studies. Although both McNees

and Zarnowitz transform their data into growth rates, McNees converts these data into annual rates of

growth; Zarnowitz does not make this conversion. An approximate adjustment to the published figures in

the latter�s studies is to multiply all quarterly errors by 4; all semiannual data by 2; etc.
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estimates based on the newly available data and forecasts of the activities for which

information is not yet available. 8

Table 1 indicates that the increase in accuracy as the forecasting horizon decreases

is not monotonic. This is especially true for the forecasts made over a span of n quar-

ters. The longer span forecasts of real GNP were more accurate than the shorter
ones. One reason that longer span forecasts might be more accurate than the shorter

span ones is that the former capture the trends that prevail over the longer period but

do not precisely determine the dynamics of the quarterly movements.

2.2.2. The UK and other evidence

Most UK forecast evaluations include the UK Treasury predictions (Burns, 1986;

Treasury and Civil Service Committee, 1991; Britton and Pain, 1992; Melliss, 1997;

Melliss and Whittaker, 1998). The 1991 study compared the accuracy of the Trea-
sury forecasts with those available from other major providers. 9

Based on year ahead forecasts, Table 2 shows that the MAE of the Treasury�s
forecasts of real GDP growth was 0.8% and 1.00% in 1986–90 and 1990–98, respec-

tively. The MAE was about 60% of the mean absolute change (the Na€ııve forecasting)
in both periods. The non-Treasury errors were slightly larger in the first period but

smaller in the second one. The inflation errors were similar for the latter period of

relatively low inflation but the increasing inflation, 1988–90 was very poorly forecast.

These results are similar to the findings obtained from a comparison of the Treasury

Table 1

MAE of median ASA/NBER forecasts of GNP, real GNP and the GNP price deflator, span and intra-

quarter forecasts (% change, annualized rates in parentheses)

Variable MAE

Span Intra-quarter changes

0–1 0–2 0–3 0–4 0–5 1–2 2–3 3–4 4–5

GNP 0.56

(2.24)

1.02

(2.04)

1.49

(1.99)

1.84

(1.84)

2.31

(1.85)

0.73

(2.92)

0.81

(3.24)

0.82

(3.28)

0.86

(3.44)

Real GNP 0.59

(2.36)

1.00

(2.00)

1.41

(1.88)

1.82

(1.82)

2.26

(1.81)

0.76

(3.04)

0.82

(3.28)

0.92

(3.68)

0.94

(3.76)

Price deflator 0.38

(1.52)

0.72

(1.44)

1.08

(1.44)

1.55

(1.55)

2.07

(1.66)

0.49

(1.96)

0.54

(2.16)

0.57

(2.28)

0.62

(2.48)

Source: Zarnowitz and Braun (1992).

8 In order to improve the accuracy of quarterly forecast, model-based approaches for incorporating

current monthly information have been proposed. (Howrey, 1978; Corrado and Greene, 1988).
9 The different forecasting groups have been categorized into �Independent�––typically units with an

academic, not-for-profit institutional base, �City�––those forecasting groups based in the City of London,

and �Selected independents�––a treasury selected sub-set chosen to reflect established opinion and includes

some City-based forecasters. The two consensus forecasts are calculated from the average forecasts of the

respective groups.
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forecasts with those of the National Institute, the CBI (Confederation of British In-
dustry) and London Business School forecasts (Britton and Pain, 1992).

Systematic errors are made in forecasting inflation. It is overpredicted when low

and underpredicted when high. Overwhelmingly, most forecasters make the same

mistakes. For example, around 90% of forecasters overpredicted growth in 1990–

92. Similarly, 90% overpredicted inflation for 1991–94. No single year since 1990

saw the forecasters getting both variables broadly right. There is little or no correla-

tion between performance on GDP and performance on inflation, a finding in accord

with McNees� (1992a). Moreover, neither of the consensus forecasts did particularly
well. We conclude that despite adhering to different economic theories and using differ-

ent methodologies these forecasters make the same mistakes––or at the very least, miss

out on the same large shocks, a result in accord with US evidence.

For thirteen European countries, €OOller and Barot (2000) examined the GDP re-

cord of the national forecasting institutes in Europe as well as the OECD forecasts

made for the same countries. The accuracy of the two sets of predictions was similar.

For the period 1971–95 the average absolute error is 1.43% and ranges from 1.05%

for France to 2.12% for Finland.

2.2.2.1. Quarterly estimates. The major information about quarterly UK forecasts

comes from the Treasury predictions (Table 3).

Using the MAE as a measure, the Treasury forecasts exhibit a pattern similar to

the one that was observed in the US predictions. While the absolute forecast error

increases with the forecast span for both GDP and the RPI, the annualized errors

decrease for GDP while increasing for RPI. These results are compatible with the

evidence of Holden and Peel (1985) who analyzed the National Institute Forecasts.

Table 2

One year ahead UK forecast errors––mean (median) absolute error

Forecasting group GDP Inflation

1986–90 1990–98 1986–90 1990–98

Independent average 1.2 0.95 (0.91) 1.6 1.21 (0.80)

Selected independents 1.0 0.87 (0.72) 1.4 1.23 (0.71)

Independent consensus NA 0.89 (0.96) NA 1.11 (0.70)

City average 1.0 0.85 (0.75) 1.7 1.23 (0.75)

City consensus NA 0.82 (0.96) NA 1.06 (0.60)

Treasury 0.8 1.00 (0.79) 1.5 1.01 (0.55)

Average outcomes 3.05 1.59 6.32 3.72

Standard deviation outcomes 1.61 1.96 2.68 2.47

Na€ııve forecast 1.35 1.60 1.74 1.70

Source:UK Treasury compilation of forecasts for the 1990–98 calculations and Treasury and Civil Service

Committee, 1991), forecasts made for the March budget.

NB: GDP is based on preliminary figures, average estimates of GDP. RPI (retail price index, 4th quarter)

is used for inflation apart from those forecasting groups who forecast averaged inflation over the year.

Since 1993 the Treasury have only forecast RPI (excluding interest charges on housing––MIPS) and this

has been used to calculate the treasury error statistics. Last year�s actuals have been used in the calculation

of the Na€ııve forecast.
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2.2.2.2. Summary. The results for the UK are similar to the findings relating to the US

predictions. In fact, Burns (1986) provides a convenient comparison of US and UK

forecasters. Burns concluded that there was little difference in forecasting perfor-

mance in the two countries (a controversial issue at the time he drew this conclusion

when the UK Treasury was under attack). Daub (1987) when comparing Canadian

with US forecasting practice drew the same conclusion, explaining the similarities by

the fact that innovations in forecasting practice have occurred because of an ‘‘effi-

cient-like market in forecasting technology’’. However, €OOller and Barot (2000)

demonstrate that the quality of the performance in forecasting GDP across 13
European OECD countries is very variable relative to fluctuations in the economy

despite this common forecasting technology.

3. Judging the forecasts

Forecasts might be judged in a number of ways. First, did the users find them use-

ful? A more conventional criterion, based on quantitative error measures is to deter-
mine whether the forecasts have become more accurate over time and whether they

were better than alternative predictions that would have been available to the users.

3.1. Qualitative results

Two surveys of the UK business community (in 1987 and 1994) revealed that

macroeconomic forecasts were used for a variety of purposes. The respondents

wanted forecasts about economic growth if they were concerned with real variables
and predictions about monetary variables when concerned about financial decisions.

These surveys also examined the perceived adequacy of the forecasting services and

the criteria for selecting a service. The overwhelming impression from the 1994 sur-

vey (Fildes, 1995) was that macroeconomic forecasts were valuable to the companies,

because they provided a framework within which corporate planning could take

place. While accuracy was important, the availability of forecasts of the particular

variable of interest for the appropriate time horizon was dominant, an observation

also made by Canadian respondents (Daub, 1987).

Table 3

Quarterly error statistics for the UK Treasury (annualized rates): 1971–96

Span of forecast

horizon

GDP Inflation (RPI)

MAE Theil coefficient MAE Theil coefficient

1 Quarter 2.72 1.09 1.36 0.31

2 1.90 0.87 1.58 0.41

4 1.45 0.73 1.95 0.60

8 1.32 0.80 2.73 0.69

Year 2 period – – 3.51 1.19

12 1.39 0.90 – –

Source: Melliss and Whittaker (1998).
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McCloskey (1992) has expressed a critical view of the value of economic forecasts

summarized as �if you�re so smart, why aren�t you rich?�. She argues that if predic-

tions had value, the forecasters would utilize them in profit making opportunities

without resorting to intermediaries. This criticism does not apply to GDP or infla-

tion forecasters because there are few opportunities to directly benefit from those
predictions. It is more applicable to interest or exchange rate forecasts (see e.g.

Leitch and Tanner, 1995).

While the business community has apparently felt well served by the forecasters,

governments have been less pleased, often blaming their policy mistakes on forecast

errors. However, Cairncross (1969) and Burns (1986), who were economic advisors

to the UK government, note that economic forecasts are just one of the determinants

of government policy. Even if not totally accurate, the forecasts create value because

they offer a framework for sharing knowledge between the forecasters and the policy
makers. The predictions offer a forum for consistent discussion that leads to ‘‘a new

mental picture of how the world is likely to change’’ (Den Butter and Morgan, 1998).

In our view, this qualitative evidence shows that the forecasts are both valued and

valuable.

3.2. Quantitative results

In using quantitative measures to judge the quality of the forecasts, we determine
whether the accuracy of the forecasts has improved over time and whether the fore-

casts compare favorably with predictions obtained from na€ııve standards and/or time

series benchmarks. We also examine the rationality of the forecasts.

3.2.1. Have the forecasts improved over time?

The past forty years have seen rapid growth in research in both macroeconomic

theory and econometric methodology. We would expect therefore to see improve-

ments in forecasting accuracy. The results from studies of this question have been
contradictory. An early analysis of the ASA/NBER surveys indicated that accuracy

had improved over time (Zarnowitz, 1979). More recent evidence for a longer time

period is not so clear cut (Zarnowitz and Braun, 1992). However, this comparison

had not been standardized for the volatility of the variables in the two periods.

The Michigan Model�s annual forecasts of real GNP over a 35-year period were

baselined by calculating the ratio of the RMSEs to the standard deviation of the ac-

tual changes. These ratios declined monotonically from the 1950s to the 1980s, and

McNees (1988) concluded that the accuracy of the real GNP forecasts had im-
proved. 10

The UK studies also provide mixed evidence about this question. Using standard-

ized MAEs, Burns (1986) concluded that there had been an improvement in accuracy

while Melliss (1997) noted that in the late 80s and early 90s there were signs of

10 The same ratios that were used for the real GNP forecasts also decline for both the nominal GNP

and inflation predictions.
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deterioration. Similarly, the conclusions of Britton and Pain (1992) are mixed, but

the errors had not been standardized. €OOller and Barot�s (2000) analysis of 13 Euro-

pean counties found no evidence of improvements in accuracy when they standard-

ized the error statistics.

We conclude that the evidence does not show the forecasts have improved over time.

The problem may be that the descriptive statistics, used to measure the difficulty of

forecasting over different time periods, may not capture the difficulty of preparing

forecasts in any specific time period. A more appropriate approach is to consider per-

formance relative to a suitable benchmark that has the potential to eliminate idiosyn-

cratic effects arising from the peculiarities of the particular period under study

(Fildes, 1992).

3.2.2. Comparison with na€ııve standard; U coefficients

Theil�s U coefficient is used to compare a set of forecasts against a na€ııve standard.
If it is less than 1 in value, the forecasts have at least met the minimum standard of

not being inferior to na€ııve predictions. The results are in general agreement: all of the

US forecasts have U coefficients that are less than one. Some of the Us are, however,

close to or larger than 0.9 (McNees and Ries, 1983; Zarnowitz, 1992). Moreover, U

is only a descriptive statistic.

The UK Treasury�s forecasts for GDP growth had Theil�s U < 1 for forecast ho-

rizons as far ahead as 2 years (averaging 0.60 for the 12 quarters ahead forecasts and
remaining robust across sub-periods for growth, Melliss, 1997). Relative perfor-

mance of forecasts of GDP growth over the period improved as the forecasting ho-

rizon lengthened up to a year ahead. For inflation, Melliss� study yielded Us that

were <1 only up to one year ahead. There was less consistency in the longer-term

inflation forecasts, because the consistent underprediction in periods of increasing in-

flation, 1971–79, and 1985–89, led to poor longer term performance. Similar results

were obtained for the NIESR forecasts of GDP and inflation (Britton and Pain,

1992) and for four macroforecasting groups (Holden and Thompson (1997).
Even though most forecasts meet a minimum standard, namely that the U coefficient

be less than 1, we cannot conclude that any particular set of forecasts is significantly

better than those obtained from the na€ııve models.

3.3. Comparison with time series benchmarks

The na€ııve models are not very stringent standards against which to compare fore-

casts. Time series models, such as ARIMA, VARS and Bayesian VARS (BVARs),
are relatively simple to construct, can be used to generate predictions, and have been

used as benchmarks to judge the accuracy of economic predictions.

3.3.1. US forecasts

Nelson (1972) compared the forecasts of an ARIMA model with those of a major

model and found that the model was not markedly more accurate than the ARIMA

benchmark. He then began to prepare ex ante real time predictions using ARIMA

models. These forecasts are now generated by Fred Joutz and serve as a benchmark
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with which other predictions are compared (Nelson, 1984; Joutz, 1988; McNees,

1992a). Nelson and Joutz showed that from 1976.2 to 1985.4 the structural forecasts

of growth rates and inflation were more accurate, at the shorter horizons, than the

ARIMA predictions. As the horizon lengthened to three and four quarters, the

Benchmark predictions were among the most accurate. This result was explained
as possible poor dynamic specifications of the structural models that were corrected

in the short run projections by judgmental adjustments. An additional explanation is

that the structural models required forecasts of exogenous variables that may have

been difficult to predict.

However, McNees� (1992a) results showed that from 1986.1 through 1991.3,

structural models made more accurate forecasts of the real GNP growth rate than

did the Benchmark alternative. Moreover, the relative accuracy of the structural

models increased as the time horizon lengthened. On the other hand, the Bench-
mark�s forecasts of the implicit GNP deflator were more accurate than about half

of the model-based forecasts. The Nelson and Joutz results and McNees� findings ap-
parently conflict. The discrepancies may be due to either the different time periods or

the different methods that were used to evaluate the forecasts. A more important ex-

planation for the difference in the results is that, over this period, econometricians

were paying more attention to the dynamics of their models (Wallis, 1989; Diebold,

1998). This should have led model-based forecasts to improve relative to the Bench-

mark. The Benchmark forecasts have also been found comparable to the primarily
judgmental ASA/NBER predictions (Zarnowitz and Braun, 1992).

Forecasts may also be compared with the predictions obtained from VARs or

BVARs. Lupoletti and Webb (1986) compared the ex post forecasts of a VAR with

the ex ante forecasts of three forecasting services for the period 1970–83. Over all ho-

rizons, all the forecasting services predicted real GNP better than did the VAR. The

advantage was greatest at the short horizons, which is particularly significant be-

cause the VARs had a data advantage over the forecasting services. The VAR had

been estimated via rolling regressions using after-the-fact revised data that were
not available in real time. All of the professional forecasters also predicted inflation

more accurately one quarter ahead and made comparable errors for the longer ho-

rizons. In fact, Webb (1995) showed that inflation forecasts from VARs were signif-

icantly worse than na€ııve predictions.

The accuracy of ex ante forecasts obtained from structural models and the predic-

tions obtained from one BVAR were compared for the period 1980–85 by both Lit-

terman (1986); McNees (1986) with similar results. The real GNP forecasts of the

structural models were more accurate for the one-quarter ahead horizon, but there-
after the BVAR predictions made substantially smaller errors with the relative differ-

ence increasing with the length of the forecast horizon. On the other hand, the

inflation predictions of the structural models were substantially superior to those

of the BVAR with the relative performance of the structural models improving

the longer the horizon.

On the basis of these studies we conclude that for the US, time series models provide

competitive benchmarks for forecast evaluation and encompassing tests, sometimes out-

performing more complex structural alternatives.
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3.3.2. UK forecasts and other evidence

Early comparisons in the UK showed that the performance of ARIMA models

was comparable to that of the structural models of the 1970s and provided prima

facie evidence that the London Business School Model was at that time dynamically

mis-specified (Longbottom and Holly, 1985). More recently, Wallis (1989), Holden

and Broomhead (1990) and Holden (1997) have compared the forecasts of VARs

with those of various modeling services. Wallis indicated that the forecasts of the

VARs were not clearly superior to those obtained from structural models. However,
the benchmark has to be carefully specified because BVARs generally outperform

their unconstrained alternatives and some approaches to specification are better than

others (Allen and Fildes, 2001). In a comparison with structural models Holden and

Broomhead (1990) added supplementary evidence showing that (constrained)

BVARs outperformed their unconstrained alternatives. Even using the BVARS,

Holden (1997) found few instances where they outperformed their econometric com-

petitors. 11

In addition to the US and UK evaluations, time series methods have been com-
pared with the forecasts of the IMF and OECD. Artis and Zhang (1990) compared

BVAR forecasts for the G-7 group of countries with those produced by the IMF in

the World Economic Outlook (WEO). The superior performance of the WEO is par-

tially attributable to knowledge of current economic activity as Table 4 shows be-

cause the BVAR�s performance improved when it used an additional quarter�s
information.

Zellner and his colleagues have extended the concept of what constitutes a bench-

mark model by (1) adding additional variables to an autoregressive model, (2) esti-
mating the models over a cross-section of OECD countries, and (3) using time

varying parameter models (Garcia-Ferrer et al., 1987; Zellner and Hong, 1989).

All these extensions improved the fit and accuracy of the benchmark time series

model. When the one-year ahead OECD forecasts were compared with the predic-

tions of this final model, the time series model was superior.

These comparisons of time series predictions with ex ante forecasts are difficult to

interpret. The forecaster has information about current quarter conditions that can

be built into the predictions. This information would not be available to the time se-

Table 4

The ratio of G-7 countries for which the BVAR forecasts were superior to the IMF�s, 1980–87

Variablenmodel Current year/one-step ahead Year ahead/two-step-ahead

BVAR BVARþ BVAR BVARþ
Growth 1/7 2/7 2/7 3/7

Inflation 2/7 5/7 3/7 3/7

NB: The BVARþ forecasts include an extra quarter of data.

11 However, combining BVAR forecasts with the econometric forecasts showed they contained

information (presumably their dynamic structure) that was not in the structural model forecasts.
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ries model. On the other hand, the time series model is based on revised data that

would not have been available to forecasters in real time.

A comparison of the UK and international forecasts with time series predictions in-

dicates that time series models provide a rigorous benchmark for evaluating forecasts.

This finding is in accord with US results.

3.4. Summary of the results

The quantitative findings indicated that all of the model-based forecasts outper-

formed the simplest na€ııve models. The predictive accuracy of time series models also

approximated that of (1) the structural models and (2) theASA/NBER surveys. There-

fore, the time series models serve as useful benchmarks for judging other types of fore-

casts. However, our survey of the published evaluations indicates a serious analytical
flaw: there are few tests for the statistical significance of the results. Nevertheless, the

cumulative weight of evidence from the large number of comparisons we report here,

across different data sets, different models and different countries, leads us to believe

our conclusion is robust.Macroforecasts are also useful inputs into disaggregated fore-

casts. Business planners value them and empirical evidence suggests that they improve

disaggregate forecasting accuracy (Ashley, 1983, 1988; Allen and Fildes, 2001).

4. Could the forecasts have been improved? Rationality tests

The na€ııve and time series comparisons merely provide some benchmarks for judg-

ing a set of predictions. Unfortunately, most evaluations have not provided tests for

the statistical significance of the results. Could the forecasts have been improved? If

ex post rationality studies show that the forecasts were biased or inefficient then, in

principle, the accuracy of the ex ante predictions could have been significantly im-

proved if this information had been taken into account. 12

The results obtained from these rationality studies depend on a number of factors.

These include (1) whether the analysis was performed on the ‘‘consensus’’ forecast

obtained from a survey or from the individual forecasters who constituted the

cross-section, (2) the date that the studies were undertaken, and (3) the econometric

methods that were used in the analysis. In the US, there have been major studies of

the rationality of the forecasts contained in the ASA/NBER, Blue Chip, Livingston

and Michigan surveys. These analyses were conducted by Batchelor and Dua (1991),

Davies and Lahiri (1995, 1999), Keane and Runkle (1990) and Zarnowitz (1985). In
addition to these analyses of the survey forecasts, McNees (1978) and Joutz (1988)

tested the forecasts of particular econometric models for rationality.

Studies of the rationality of UK forecasts have primarily examined econometric

model based forecasts, (see for example, Mills and Pepper�s (1999) analysis of model

based forecasts––from LBS, NIESR and the UK Treasury). In addition, a recent

12 This would not necessarily be possible in practice, as the optimal weights would be unknown.
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study by Egginton (1999) has analyzed the predictions of various City of London

forecasters.

4.1. Results: Inflation

4.1.1. US

In the US studies in which aggregated or consensus forecasts were examined, the

hypothesis that the inflation predictions were rational was rejected in most instances.

Rich�s (1989) analysis of the Michigan data and the Batchelor–Dua study of the con-

sensus Blue Chip forecasts are exceptions. The former study found that the mean

forecast did not violate the unbiasedness, efficiency, and orthogonality conditions.

The latter were only unbiased.

Zarnowitz (1985), using disaggregated forecasts, rejected the rationality hypothe-
sis for the inflation predictions of many of the individuals in the ASA/NBER survey.

Keane and Runkle (1990), however, showed that a smaller number were not rational.

The findings differed because the estimation techniques and the data, that measured

the outcomes, were not the same in the two studies. In turn, Davies and Lahiri (1999)

have challenged the Keane and Runkle methodology and results and concluded that

two thirds of the forecasters in their ASA/NBER sample failed the rationality test.

The participants in the Blue Chip survey made unbiased inflation forecasts but

most failed one or more of the other rationality tests (Batchelor and Dua, 1991).
In particular, the individuals failed to take account of published information and

of the information contained in their own forecasts of other variables. These fore-

casters did worse in predicting inflation than their record in forecasting real growth.

Batchelor and Dua provide two possible explanations of their results. First, �irra-
tional� forecasters tended to place more importance upon non-traditional economic

theories than did the �rational� forecasters. They also placed greater reliance upon

econometric models and assigned lower weights to judgmental adjustments. While

Batchelor and Dua concluded that the Blue Chip forecasts were unbiased, Davies
and Lahiri (1999), using an improved methodology, found that more than half of

the Blue Chip forecasters showed significant bias.

The analyses of the inflation forecasts of individual econometric models also yield

conflicting results. McNees (1978) showed that some of the one-quarter ahead fore-

casts of inflation are unbiased but that most of the multi-period forecasts fail this

test. Moreover, the results also depend on the econometric technique used. On the

other hand, Joutz (1988) found that, for a longer time period, all the econometric

models in his sample produce unbiased inflation predictions. However, Joutz also
showed that available information was not always used efficiently. In particular,

the inflation forecasts could have been improved if variables such as the degree of

capacity utilization and labor market conditions had been more fully specified. 13

13 Just as the vintage of the actual data affected the Zarnowitz and Keane–Runkle results, mentioned

above, the models in this sample have a smaller number of rejections of this rationality test if revised rather

than preliminary data are used. For the UK Britton and Pain (1992, pp. 18–19) found data revisions did

not have a significant influence on the results.
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Similarly, Joutz and Stekler (2000) found that some of the inflation forecasts of the

Federal Reserve were inefficient because there was evidence of autocorrelations in

the residuals.

4.1.2. UK and other evidence

The UK evidence is broadly supportive of unbiasedness (Holden and Thompson,

1997; Melliss, 1997; Mills and Pepper, 1999), however, for some sub-periods it is re-

jected. In certain periods both the National Institute (Britton and Pain, 1992) and

the Treasury (Melliss, 1997; Melliss and Whittaker, 1998) made systematic errors.

Melliss also tested for strong form informational efficiency and found variables that

could have improved forecasts in particular sub-periods for different forecast hori-

zons, but no consistent effects were observed. Specifically, Melliss (1997) showed that

longer-term forecasts of inflation could have been improved by including a capacity
utilization variable. (This is similar to Joutz� results for the US.) Although individual

short-term City forecasters were both biased and inefficient, these anomalies were

small (Egginton, 1999). Melliss and Whittaker (1998) find evidence of irrationality

because the successive updating of fixed event forecasts were inadequately revised.

There is only limited evidence about the rationality of other nations� forecasts.
Kirchgassner (1993) examined the 6 month and 2nd half-year ahead predictions of

growth, inflation and other macroeconomic indicators made by various German Re-

search Institutes. The rationality hypothesis is not rejected for the 6-month predic-
tions, but was consistently rejected for the 2 step ahead predictions. Ash et al.

(1990) examined the rationality of OECD forecasts for the G-7 members. The infla-

tion forecasts for Japan, Germany and France could have been improved by using

additional available information. In addition, the EU record has been examined by

Keereman (1999) where the forecasts were found to be mainly unbiased and efficient.

4.2. Results: Growth forecasts

4.2.1. US

The evidence regarding the rationality of the US real GNP predictions is also

mixed. Most of the individuals in the NBER/ASA surveys made rational forecasts

(Zarnowitz, 1985). The predictions of only 7 of 19 participants of the Blue Chip sur-

vey passed all of the rationality tests, 14 but the consensus forecast failed only one of

the tests (Batchelor and Dua, 1990). McNees� (1978) study of three econometric

models yielded mixed results (similar to those associated with the inflation forecasts).

Joutz (1988) showed that unbiasedness was rejected for only two of six models, but
that information was often used inefficiently. The use of monetary data could have

improved these forecasts. On the other hand, Joutz and Stekler (2000) did not reject

weak form efficiency for the real growth rate forecasts of the Federal Reserve.

14 The improved methodology of Davies and Lahiri (1995) found that the forecasts of half of the Blue

Chip participants were biased.
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4.2.2. UK and other evidence

Bias is not a particularly common feature of the growth forecasts (Melliss (1997)

analyzing the UK Treasury 1–8 quarters ahead; Holden and Thompson (1997) ana-

lyzing four macroeconomic modeling institutes 0–4 years ahead). However, Melliss�s
(1997) evidence about the efficiency of the growth forecasts is mixed (as it was with
inflation). There is no consistent pattern, and the results are period specific, but

‘‘forecast inefficiency has been a common feature’’. This inefficiency can be attrib-

uted to dynamic misspecification because the inclusion of the lagged rate of growth

was significant.

The OECD forecasts for the G-7 members were ‘‘relatively free of bias’’, but they

often failed efficiency and consistency tests (Ash et al., 1990). In contrast to inflation,

the errors in growth forecasts were non-systematic. The one year ahead growth fore-

casts made for 13 European countries showed very little evidence of either bias or
weak form inefficiency €OOller and Barot (2000), a result confirmed for the EU by

Keereman (1999). In contrast, Loungani (2000) examined the Consensus Forecasts

for 67 countries using both forecasts and forecast revisions (for a fixed outcome)

and found weak form inefficiency.

4.3. Conclusions regarding rationality

These studies show that a number of individuals and models have generated ra-
tional forecasts but also demonstrate that other forecasters or models were not able

to do this, perhaps acknowledging conflicting objectives such as the reputational

value of differing from the consensus 15 (Batchelor and Dua, 1990; Spencer and Hu-

ston, 1993). Performance over different sub-periods (and different economic condi-

tions) is, however, inconsistent. This finding holds across all countries.

Since the results are in conflict, meta-analysis techniques can be used to determine

whether a definitive conclusion can be obtained by combining all of the evidence. A

meta-analysis about the findings of US rationality studies (Goldfarb and Stekler,
2001) shows that the overall conclusions varied from year to year and with the time

horizon of the forecast. In fact, the overall conclusions were sometimes reversed

when an additional study was added. Performance is also country specific with

North American forecasts more likely to be rational than in other parts of the world

including the remainder of OECD. For the UK, growth and inflation are both

‘‘poorly forecast with both serious bouts of inflation and deep recession underpre-

dicted’’ (Mills and Pepper, 1999).

The use of rationality tests, especially those that relate the forecast errors to known

information, can thus best be viewed as important diagnostic checks to determine why

the errors occurred and to improve the forecasting process and the quality of subsequent

predictions.

15 Burrell and Hall (1994) argue that UK City forecasters should be more likely than academic

forecasters to recognize the possible benefits of differing from the consensus but fail to find any support for

this in their data.
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5. Choosing between forecasters (or methods)––or a combination

Our discussion has suggested that most quantitative forecasting methods yield

similar results. Nevertheless, a number of studies have explicitly asked whether there

is a best model, method or forecaster. Zarnowitz and Braun (1992) indicate that, in
the US, the forecasting performance of any one individual relative to another is

highly variable over time. A similar conclusion holds for the UK (Holden and Peel,

1986; Holden and Thompson, 1997). The clear implication is that there is no consis-

tent best performer (Britton and Pain, 1992; McNees, 1992c; Burrell and Hall, 1994).

It may be more appropriate to ask an alternative question: Are there some forecast-

ers who are better or worse on average (Stekler, 1987; Batchelor, 1990)? McNees

(1992c) asserts that while there is no forecaster or method, which is best all of the

time, there are some forecasting services that consistently performed poorly.
Given that there is no ‘‘best’’ forecasting approach, it is natural to determine

whether a combination of forecasts might produce better results. The combined fore-

cast is of the form

Y �
t ¼ at þ

X
i

bit
bYYit

where Y �
t is the combined forecast of the variable obtained from the i individual

sources. While considerable research has been undertaken to determine how best to

choose the coefficients, at and bit, the evidence suggests that the simple approach of

averaging the individual predictions works well (Lupoletti and Webb, 1986; Clemen

and Winkler, 1986; Clemen, 1989).

In most cases, combining predictions reduces the out-of-sample errors. Although

the seminal article on forecast combination is that by Bates and Granger (1969), Zar-
nowitz (1967) had earlier noted that the average of several GNP forecasts was better

than the individual predictions. Similarly, Nelson (1972) and Cooper and Nelson

(1975) showed that when econometric forecasts were combined with ARIMA esti-

mates, the combined forecast had smaller errors than were obtained from the models

alone. More recent evidence also suggests that combining typically leads to improved

accuracy (Lupoletti and Webb, 1986; Clemen and Winkler, 1986). Clemen�s (1989)
review cites additional studies that confirm these results. The benefits of combining

are greatest when forecasts that are generated from different methods or theories are
combined (Batchelor and Dua, 1995). In the same vein, Graham (1996) pointed out

that when the forecasts of economists are correlated, the effective number of inde-

pendent forecasts is reduced.

If ex post, studies show that the best of the model-based forecasts is more accurate

than the combination, some may question the effectiveness of combining (Holden

and Thompson, 1997). However, the fact that a particular model is more accurate

than the combination is not known a priori. A complementary view is to see the

combination of forecasts as a test of the specification of the alternative models. Pro-
ponents argue that the �true� model should be able to explain the results of other

models. Encompassing tests would indicate whether or not there was information

in one model�s forecast that was not in the other�s (see Chong and Hendry, 1986;
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Diebold, 1989). This test may be performed by regressing the actual values on the

forecasts of the two models, i.e.

Yt ¼ a þ b1
bYY1t þ b2

bYY2t

and then determining whether the vector of coefficients ða; b1;b2Þ is ð0; 1; 0Þ, in which

case Model 1 encompasses Model 2, or whether it is ð0; 0; 1Þ, in which case the

second encompasses the first. If any other result is obtained, there is useful infor-

mation in both models and both models are mis-specified. 16 (This test is similar to

the conditional efficiency rationality test where a second forecast is included in a

rationality test for efficiency to see if it adds any information.) Hence, some model

builders advocate that more effort should be devoted to obtaining the true model

specification rather than combining the forecasts––although current users of the fore-

casts would no doubt prefer improved accuracy.

6. The role of judgment and forecast error decomposition

The role of judgment in the forecasting process has long been a subject of analysis.
In the 1960s the question of interest was whether judgmental or model based fore-

casts were more accurate. This question is no longer relevant, for forecasting meth-

ods are rarely used in their pure form. All individuals use at least some quantitative

techniques, and most econometricians make judgmental adjustments to their model-

based forecasts. 17

Models may be adjusted for a number of related reasons: (1) structural breaks,

where changes have occurred in a particular equation that post-date the sample data

on which the model was estimated; (2) specific parameter estimation errors, where
part of a recently observed residual may be due to a change in a parameter during

the postestimation sample, for example a change in the institutional framework with-

in which wages are determined, e.g. an incomes policy which leads to a constraint on

a parameter in the model; (3) measurement errors, which typically arise when data

used in the model-based forecasts are revised, and (4) current information derived

from sources outside the model that gives an insight into possible inadequacies in

the model-based forecast.

The residuals of particular equations may be modified judgmentally to take ac-
count of any of these factors. In practice, either mechanical rules or subjective esti-

mates are used to modify the equations (Young, 1982; Turner, 1990). Todd (1992)

argues that when adjustments are made, the reasons for doing so should be stated

explicitly, and Moss et al. (1994) have even proposed the use of an expert systems

approach that codifies the basis for making such adjustments to the model. In this

way, ex post evaluations would be able to determine why the model-based forecast

was adjusted.

16 See Harvey et al. (1998) for a test that is robust to non-normality, a common problem.
17 Ray Fair does not adjust the forecasts of his model and is critical of this procedure.
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In order to determine the effectiveness of these judgmental adjustments to model-

based forecasts, it is first necessary to decompose the ex ante forecast error into var-

ious sources. The forecast f depends on the econometric specification, the exogenous

variables, X, the corresponding forecasts of these variables, bXX , and any adjustment,

Ad, the forecaster might make to the model output. This relationship is shown in the
following decomposition:

If there were no exogenous variables in the system, it would be possible to determine

the value of judgment merely by examining Eq. (b), the difference between the ex ante

forecasts, f ðbXX ;AdÞ which incorporated judgmental adjustments, and the actual

ex post unadjusted model projections, f ðX ; 0Þ. However, the effects of predicting the

exogenous variables also make it more difficult to evaluate the role of judgment in
model based forecasts. 18 We thus conclude that in any evaluation of ex ante forecast-

ing accuracy, in the typical case where the forecaster has used judgment inmodel build-

ing, the other errors cannot be uniquely distinguished from the judgmental effects. 19

This indeterminacy occurs, for example, when econometricians make assumptions

about the exogenous variables rather than adjustments to subjectively influence their

forecasts. This finding has been observed in studies in which the ex post actual values

of the exogenous variables have been substituted for the ex ante estimates. This

(together with the residual adjustments) explains the often quoted conclusion that
ex ante macroforecasts are more accurate than the corresponding ex post forecasts.

In forecasting applications, where the aim is improved accuracy, it is hard to

argue against subjective intervention as a matter of principle. Rather, the issue is

whether the adjustments improve on the mechanical forecasts. Fair (1984), Zarno-

witz (1992, pp. 408–410) and McNees (1982, 1990) have concluded that the evi-

dence is weakly in their favor, but the adjustments were not optimal. As McNees

(1990) notes, the prevailing tendency is ‘‘to place too much weight on the specific

circumstances and too little on the model’’. 20 In other words, the forecasters

Model error (ey) (a) ey ¼ Y � f ðX ; 0Þ
Less Contribution of residual adjustment (b) �ff ðX ;AdÞ � f ðX ; 0Þg
Plus Contribution of exogenous variable errors (c) þff ðX ;AdÞ � f ðbXX ;AdÞg
¼ Forecast error (d) Y � f ðbXX ;AdÞ

18 To take these effects into account Wallis and Whitley (1991) proposed that the ex post mechanical

forecasts derived from the actual values of the exogenous variables be compared with mechanical forecasts

based on the assumed values of the exogenous variables used in the ex ante predictions, i.e. f ðX ; 0Þ�
f ðbXX ; 0Þ.

19 The problem becomes even more complex if, as Hendry (1997) proposes, the model error decom-

position incorporates various mis-specifications including parameter and intercept mis-specification over

the forecast period.
20 Donihue�s (1993) analysis of the Michigan model yielded the same result. Such a conclusion can also

be found in the more general forecasting literature (Armstrong and Collopy, 1998).
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overcompensated. In the UK, Wallis (1986, 1987, 1989) analyzed their effectiveness

and concluded, ‘‘the adjustments reduce the size of forecast errors’’. The general pic-

ture is one of �value-added by forecasters to the accuracy of forecasts�. In summary,

any evaluation of a macromodel’s forecasts cannot easily be disentangled from the judg-

ment of the people running the model.

7. General summary and suggestions for improving forecasting

Based on this survey of the published results of forecast evaluations, what can we

conclude about the state of macroeconomic forecasting?

7.1. General summary

We have found that most forecasters fail to predict recessions in advance and

sometimes fail to recognize them contemporaneously. Forecasters also seem to make

systematic errors such as underestimating growth during periods of economic expan-

sion, overestimating it during declines, underpredicting inflation when it is accelerat-

ing and overpredicting when it is decelerating.

Despite the relatively large quantitative errors observed, almost all forecasts are

superior to the predictions that could have been obtained from na€ııve models and
often better than those generated by time series models. In most comparisons, how-

ever, the results had not been tested for statistical significance, and we can not

determine whether one set of forecasts is significantly better than another ex post,

nor can we identify ex ante the future best performers. For significant periods, par-

ticularly for inflation, the forecasts are �irrational� and could be improved by the ef-

ficient use of available information. In addition, there is little evidence that the

forecasts have improved over time.

There is one result about which there is general agreement, namely no one
forecasting method or one model or one individual does best all of the time. This

has led to an effective suggestion for improving the quality of the forecasts: com-

bine the predictions of different individuals or methods. We also found that there

was agreement that the use of judgmental adjustments improved the quality of

model forecasts. This accords with the generally accepted practices of model

builders.

Both theoretical and empirical studies have shown economic forecasting to be po-

tentially valuable (and market arguments show that it is of value to organizations).
However, this leaves open the question of the value of specific macroforecasts of

GNP. After reporting that even poor forecasts of interest rates (relative to na€ııve
competitors) had value through various trading rules (Leitch and Tanner, 1995) they

go on to argue that directional GNP forecasts are similarly valuable, a point sup-

ported by €OOller and Barot (2000). Unfortunately this important field of study has re-

ceived too little attention from the academic community apart from financial

valuation models. which directly integrate ex ante forecasting.
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7.2. Improving accuracy

We next report on efforts that have already been undertaken to improve forecast

accuracy. First, the major modeling failures of the 1970s led to various theoretical

enhancements of the models to include supply side variables. Some forecast failures,
for example the recession of 1979–81 in the UK were explainable ex post by existing

models. Other events, such as the fall of oil prices, required a reappraisal of the price

response function (Wallis, 1987). Forward-looking expectations were incorporated

into most macromodels because of the Lucas critique and the notion of rational ex-

pectations.

In addition new models have been developed that provide a rigorous theoretical

basis for macroeconomic analysis. These models are based on rational choices made

by individual economic agents facing alternative technologies. Diebold (1998) be-
lieves that this �dynamic stochastic equilibrium modeling� is a �marvelous union of

modern macroeconomic theory and non-structural time-series econometrics� that
will improve forecasting performance. In any event, such a theoretical approach

leaves forecasters less susceptible to the criticism that their models are ad hoc.

These theoretical developments have been matched by statistical innovations. The

use of time series benchmarks had pointed out some inadequacies of structural mod-

els, especially their dynamic specifications. The comparison of model forecasts with

those generated by time series thus led to improved model specifications as well as a
more refined evaluation methodology based on co-integration. A greater use of eco-

nomic indicators to improve predictive performance has also been suggested. For ex-

ample, Zellner and Hong (1989) analyze country growth through a constructed

indicator of world growth and Stock and Watson (1999) model US inflation using

an indicator based on 168 disaggregate activity indicators. The latest developments

by Zellner and Chen (2001) combine both aggregate and disaggregate indicators,

showing the benefits of including both, through Bayesian shrinkage procedures.

The evaluations of these approaches with established methods have used revised
rather than real-time data. Given this problem we cannot yet conclude that the new ap-

proaches lead to improved predictive accuracy.

The forecasting failures that we have documented may also arise from non-linear-

ities (Ormerod in Granger et al., 1998). The problem is that data observed in one

part of a non-linear system is not informative as to behavior elsewhere (Ormerod

and Campbell, 1997). On the other hand, Swanson and White (1997) show that,

in general, a flexible specification (where parameters and variables are permitted

to enter and exit from a single equation VAR) is more helpful than the inclusion
of non-linear effects through neural networks. Similarly, Tkacz (2001) had little suc-

cess using neural network methods although they proved better in longer term fore-

casts of Canadian GDP. Qi (2001) claims greater success when forecasting the

probability of a US recession. Non-linear models have also been explored because

they are a natural extension of the benchmark models that we have described and

because stylized macroeconomic facts indicate that business cycle expansions and

contractions differ. This has led to the idea of using regime-switching models. (Die-

bold (1998) has a fuller discussion; see Ivanova et al. (2000), Bidarkota (2001) for
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examples.) However, the importance of non-linear (perhaps chaotic) processes for

forecasting is in dispute. Diebold (1998) points out that only in financial markets

have they proved successful while Clements and Hendry (1998a) argue that well-be-

haved near linear models can be found equivalent to the non-linear representations,

and these simpler models are more suitable for forecasting.
The effect of these innovations should have been improved performance (relative

to some suitable benchmark). Diebold (1998) has taken a sanguine view of the suc-

cess of the modeling effort, describing the developments in economic theory and time

series econometrics as a successful tradition. His ‘‘future of macroeconomic forecast-

ing’’ is much like his past––more theoretical improvements derived from �dynamic

stochastic equilibrium models�, joined with improvements in estimation for such

models (rather than the current reliance on calibration). Whether this approach will

be more successful than what has been observed in the past is an open question.
New methodologies that focus on improving forecast accuracy have also been

suggested (Granger, 1995; Clements and Hendry, 1998a,b). These approaches aban-

don the premise that there is a �correct� structural model that is stable over time.

Hendry (1997) and Clements and Hendry (1998b) analyze the sources of quantitative

forecast errors by assuming that econometric models are being used to generate

those predictions and that a structural change occurs. They argue that the key

sources of forecasting failure are deterministic shifts (in the level or trend equilibrium

value) and not parameter instability, which is of lesser significance. An inadequate
model can perform substantially better than the �correct model� if the former is insen-

sitive to any structural break. These studies show why structural breaks can cause

models that provided a good fit in the sample to perform badly when generating

ex ante forecasts beyond the period of fit. Among the econometric techniques iden-

tified for improving the accuracy of forecasts in the presence of structural breaks is

the use of judgmental adjustments, a procedure long utilized by model builders and,

that does indeed improve the accuracy of forecasts. The explanation is that the ad-

justment is in effect an �intercept correction� that has the potential to correct for a
structural break. 21

This summary of current developments leads to some suggestions about addi-

tional research that should be undertaken to improve forecast accuracy. In the area

of methodology we suggest:

(1) Develop a methodology for estimating parameter shifts 22 and an ex post expla-

nation of why such shifts and other errors occur. Despite the profession�s docu-

mentation that systematic forecast errors have occurred, we do not have

21 In a world where such structural breaks are common in the forecast period, non-causal models will

often perform well and the imposition of unit roots in conflict with the in-sample evidence improves

accuracy as the model immediately corrects for the intercept shift.
22 Clements and Hendry (1998b, Chapter 12) discuss various tests but it remains to be determined

whether they can be used to help real-time forecasting. An example of the improvements from forecasting

accuracy arising from the identification of structural breaks with past economic events is given by Junttila

(2001) when forecasting Finnish inflation.
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specific information about the particular forecast failures. For example, the er-

rors made in forecasting the UK recession of the early 1990s are not explainable

by current models (Britton and Pain, 1992). This suggests that these models have

omitted variables and structural change parameters that remain to be identified.

(2) Develop ex ante approaches for identifying structural change and forecasting
its effects. Linked with (1) above this would in part be a cliometric history of

forecasting failure interpreted through existing and past macromodels. An exam-

ple of such an approach is found in Wallis (1987).

To expand on these recommendations, if intercept adjustments (or revised esti-

mates of other parameters in the model) are to be made, how will a forecaster know

when to make them, i.e. how will the structural change or regime change be recog-

nized in advance or even contemporaneously? The comparative analysis of differ-
ences in specific forecasts between alternative models, as described above, will

sometimes be informative and lead to model improvement. But the �core assump-

tions� that lead most forecasters to make the same types of mistake have not been

investigated. What is required is a thorough understanding of the intellectual or cogni-

tive processes that forecasters use in making forecasts and adjusting their models.

In order to obtain this understanding of forecasting processes, it would be neces-

sary to build and test models of forecaster behavior. Forecasters have obviously

adopted some heuristics; for example, the tendency to produce damped forecasts
of inflation towards the mean and the lack of efficiency in inflation forecasts is rem-

iniscent of the �regression fallacy�. Some efforts have already been directed towards

identifying such rules (e.g. Ehrbeck and Waldman, 1996; Lamont, 1995, 2002). For

example Lamont (2002) found US forecasters became more radical (and less accu-

rate) as they became older while Ashiya and Doi (2001), examining Japanese fore-

casters, observed no such effects. These models postulate that individuals might be

motivated by factors other than accuracy when they prepare their forecasts. The per-

ceptions of their clients and their response to the consensus forecast (Batchelor and
Dua, 1990, 1991) and the need to avoid sudden adjustments (even if new information

has just become available) lead to apparent economic irrationality in the forecasts. If

forecasters are so motivated, further research is required to determine the arguments

of their loss functions and whether the losses are asymmetric (as they typically are in

financial markets). The institutional framework in which the forecasts are produced

(e.g. academic, governmental, financial sector) as well as the human capital invested

in the forecasting organization may also affect accuracy (Daub, 1987; Smith, 1994;

Baimbridge and Whyman, 1997) and should be investigated.
Our third suggestion for further research has, therefore, a rather different focus.

Performance can be improved by making more effective use of the modelers� exper-
tise, codifying and debiasing their knowledge through:

(3) Conducting further research into the role of judgement and how best to incor-

porate additional information sources within the model�s framework in order

to overcome at least some of the problems posed by structural change. These

might include variables such as leading indicators or consumer confidence al-

though effects are clearly non-linear (Batchelor and Dua, 1998).
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Throughout, the timeliness and accuracy of data has proved important in deter-

mining forecast accuracy. Our final point is to reiterate the importance of having ac-

curate real-time data that reflect the current state of the economy to incorporate into

the modeling process. Even now, consistent data revisions have led to persistent and

unnecessarily large forecast errors (€OOller and Barot, 2000).
In summary, this paper has argued that macroeconomic forecasts need to be im-

proved––they serve a wide variety of purposes within both public and private sector

organizations and the value of any improvements has been shown to be high. Unfor-

tunately, as Smith (1994) has remarked, the industry structure in the UK is such as to

lead to sub-optimal investment in research aimed at evaluating and improving the

quality of the macroeconomic forecasting industry. The picture in the US (Klein,

1991; Wallis, 1993) is equally gloomy. While there is considerable research resource

spent in developing macroeconomic theory and to a lesser extent, statistical models,
little attention has been given to the evaluation and improvement of forecasting per-

formance. 23 As a consequence a research program for improving such forecasts was

suggested and it is our fervent belief that success in any of these areas should also lead

to an improved understanding of economic processes.
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